
A Design and file preparation 
guideline for Xerox Iridesse 
Production Press.
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This guide will walk you 
through the way to set 
up your files correctly 
for Speciality Dry Inks
using Adobe Creative 
Suite applications.

The layers should be arranged in your files to mim-
ic the order in which the Specialty Dry inks are ap-
plied at the press.

In
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o When it comes to 
designing it’s all 
about thinking in
layers.
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This guide will walk you 
through the way to set 
up your files correctly 
for Speciality Dry Inks
using Adobe Creative 
Suite applications.

Since specialty effects are applied at the press, your 
digital files won’t accurately depict the final printed 
results.

We recommend you choose a colour to make your 
spot effects easily identifiable within your files.

For example you could use the following specs:

Sp
ot

 F
X Add a spot effect

to graphics or text.
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Add a spot effect 
to graphics or text.

Since specialty effects are applied at the press, your dig-
ital files won’t accurately depict the final printed results. 
We recommend you choose a colour to make your spot 
effects easily identifiable within your files.
For example you could use the following specs:

Spec as PM S 877C  
and name  “Silver”

Spec as PM S 871C  
and name  “Gold”

Spec as 100% Magenta  
and name  “Clear”



Import vector objects, draw 
and fill a shape or select 
text that will have the 
Specialty Dry Ink applied.

Select the objects in your 
layer and fill them with the 
Spot Colour.

Add a new layer and name 
it Silver, Gold, White or 
Clear. Cut and paste your 
objects to that layer.

REMEMBER:
Capitalisation of both the 
layer and colour name is 
important!

If the objects will be placed 
on top of a photograph or 
field of colour and you want 
to see the background (for 
exemple, an image under 
Silver) select Multiply 
otherwise Knockout Group.

Create a New Swatch and 
designate it as a spot 
colour and name it Silver, 
Gold, White or Clear.

Tick the Attribute box 
Overprint Fill (for the fill) 
and Overprint Stroke (for 
the stroke).

Select the objects in your layer 
and fill them with the Spot Colour.

If the objects will be placed on 
top of a photograph or field of 
colour and you want to see the 
background (for exemple, an 
image under Silver) select 
Multiply otherwise Knockout 
Group.

Tick the Attribute box Overprint 
Fill (for the fill) and Overprint 
Stroke (for the stroke).

Select the objects in your layer 
and fill them with the Spot Colour.

If the objects will be placed on 
top of a photograph or field of 
colour and you want to see the 
background (for exemple, an 
image under Silver) select 
Multiply otherwise Knockout 
Group.

Tick the Attribute box Overprint 
Fill (for the fill) and Overprint 
Stroke (for the stroke).



You can create different
effects by using different 
opacities for your Spot 
Colours.

Lighter opacities will create more subtle effects, 
while 100% of opacity attibuted to your Specialty Ink 
will deliver a more dramatic look.

CMYK Tints Overlays add colour while still letting the  
reflective metallic ink shine through versus heavy, 
darker CMYK tones. 

Metallic Underlays of Gold and Silver create the base 
sparkle for metallic hues.

Ti
nt

s Decide the 
percentage of 
Specialty Dry Inks.
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Decide the percentage 
of Specialty Dry Inks.

You can create different 
effects by using different 
opacities for your Spot 
Colours.

Lighter opacities will create 
more subtle effects, while 
100% of opacity attibuted 
to your Specialty Ink will 
deliver a more dramatic 
look.

CMYK Tints Overlays
add colour while still letting 
the reflective metallic ink 
shine through versus heavy, 
darker CMYK tones.

Metallic Underlays 
of Gold and Silver create 
the base sparkle for metallic 
hues

Decide the percentage 
of Specialty Dry Inks.

You can create different 
effects by using different 
opacities for your Spot 
Colours.

Lighter opacities will create 
more subtle effects, while 
100% of opacity attibuted 
to your Specialty Ink will 
deliver a more dramatic 
look.

CMYK Tints Overlays
add colour while still letting 
the reflective metallic ink 
shine through versus heavy, 
darker CMYK tones.

Metallic Underlays 
of Gold and Silver create 
the base sparkle for metallic 
hues



How to export a PDF
designed for Iridesse
Specialty Inks.

Ex
po

rt
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When you export your file for printing using 
Speciality Dry Inks just follow the following steps:

Export your file
for the press.



In the Compression section, click on Do Not 
Downsample for every kind of Bitmap image 
setting the Image quality to the maximum.

Crop MarksCompression

Finally, remember to add crop marks and at least 
3mm bleed and save your PDF file.
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